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Double Roll Closer
Reliable.
Versatile.
Cost-effective.

The DRC-300 Double Roll
Closer from Fischbein is a valuable
addition to any production line. Multiwall, flush-cut paper bags weighing up
to 50 pounds can be sealed at production rates up to 80 linear feet per minute.
Combine that performance with compact
design, unique operating characteristics
and a systems integration package and the
DRC-300 becomes the ultimate tool for use
on fully or semi-automated bagging lines.
With the DRC-300 Double Roll Closer and
Fischbein Company’s new Spiral Glide
Folder technology, it has never been easier
to achieve bag closures that are consistently reliable and attractive. Unlike
other folder systems, these folders are machined to precise performance requirements. The result is professional
closures that are ideal for pet food, charcoal, flour mixes and similar bagged products.
Because Fischbein’s new folder technology requires just a single one-time initial setup, changing from one bag to
another is fast and easy.
A user-friendly control panel makes the DRC-300 both easier and safer to use. The complete system readout offers
a digital temperature display and an air pressure gauge. Bonus features include dual emergency-stop buttons, a
variable-speed drive system and electrical adjustable height.
Combine the new Spiral Glide Folders with Fischbein’s precision machine technology and you get convenient,
trouble-free performance on bags of varying ply-thickness – fold after fold.
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Adjustable controls
on Dynatec hot-melt
glue systems regulate
amount of glue dispensed, as well as tank,
hose and glue-nozzle
temperatures.
®

Patented breakaway
design makes bag
removal easy.
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Equipment Specifications
Dimensions
Height.............................82 in. (208.28 cm)
Width ..............................46 inches (116.84 cm)
Depth .............................54-85 in. (137.16 – 215.90 cm)
Shipping weight.........1,258 lb. (570.62 kg)

Standard electrical
Power supply................230 volts, 3ph, 60 cycle
Maximum current ............45 amps

Easy-to-use control
panel has on/off control
and offers variable operating speed, manual
bypass features and key
operation switch. On/off
adjustable timers regulate adhesive cycle.
Fischbein’s unique
Spiral Glide Folder
technology requires
just a single operator
setup and results in
bag closures that are
reliable and attractive.
Trim saw ensures
positive, precise
sizing of bag top
before it enters
folder section.

Bag size range
Width ............................5 in. (12.7 cm) minimum
Length ..........................56 in. (142.2 cm) maximum
Gussets ........................Any size including non-gusset bags
Minimum free top .........6 in. (15.24 cm)
Filled bag weight ..........2 lb. - 50 lb. (0.91 kg – 22.68 kg)
Fold width* ...................Standard folder adjustable
from 5/8 in. to 1 in.
Wide folder adjustable
from 7/8 in. to 1 1/4 in.

Pneumatic requirements
Air source .....................Dry air at 80-100 psi, 8 cfm

Hot melt delivery system
Dynatec® standard .......10 lb./hr. capacity

Maximum closing speed
Variable up to 80 linear fpm

Available options
Left-to-right operation, interface package, special paint
*Paper basis weigh and number of plies determines size of fold.
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